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LIGHTING CONTROL UNIT
A safe and convenient connection
for three photoflood or similar lamps
each up to 500 watts . Ind epe ndent
on/off or half power switching for
each lamp allows greater versatility
and convenience in building up
studio lighting effects.
The half power setting, achieved by
silicone diode rectifiers. allows
lighting effects to be assessed before switching to full power. conserving lamp life and relaxing
r.1odels in portraiture.
The built-in handle enab les the unit
to be suspended conveniently close
to the camera position (e.g. from
the cable cleat on the lighting stand).
The unit is fully earthed and fused
and has 1Oft of cable for connection
to the mains.
Price: £10·63

PHOTO LIGHT CONTROL
A small unit for connection into the
cable of a Lighting Stand to give on,
off or half power switching of any
single lamp up to 500 watts. It is
of 'all insulated' construction for
electrica l safety although provision
is made for earth continuity when
used with 3-core cable. An integral
handle allows it to be suspended
from any convenient place on or near
the Stand . Operating in the same
way as the Lighting Control Unit
this single Control provides simila r
facilities for setting and adjusting
lig htin g effects.
Price: £2·64
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LIGHTING UNITS

GENERALPURPOSEREFLECTOR

A versatile system of lighting equipment fo r full control of indoor lighting. The Stand is constructed of
chrome-plated steel for strength
and durability and the folding.
spri ng - loaded tripod base gives
exceptional stability in use. The
heatproof lampholder. availab le in
Edison Screw or Bayonet fitting.
may be locked at any angle and at
any height from 4ft to 7ft. The Stand
is fully earthed fo r complete safety
and has storage cleats for the ample
15ft length of 3-core cable supplied.
A range of Reflectors is available.
each designed to provide maximum
light from a No. 1 Photoflood bulb.
For overhead or other special lighting effects the counter-weighted
BOOM UNIT may be added givi ng
a maximu m projection from the
Stand of 3ft 5ins . It also allows
height adjustment between fl oor
level and 10 ft.
Prices: Stand
: £7·66
Boom Unit : £4·52

9~ins diameter with a satin internal
finish throwing an even spread of
light for overall illum in ation and
general modelling.
Price: £1 ·29

SPOT REFLECTOR
7ins diameter. shaped and polished
to concentrate a narrow beam with
more sharply defined shadows for
the · main modelling or for rim
lighting.
Price: £1 ·39

SOFT FILL-IN REFLECTOR
Large 16ins Reflector having a matt
wh ite internal finish and a reflectin g
cone suspended in fro nt of the bulb.
It produces an exception ally soft
and even light for 'fi lli ng -in' or
creating gentle luminous shadows .
Price: £3·93
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ACUTOL (FX-14) DEVE LOPER

ACUSPEED (FX-20) DEVELOPER

ACUPRINT (FX-17) DEVELOPER

Combines maximum definition with
pictorial gradation on films ASA
5-200 giving a half stop speed increase. It produces negatives havi ng
brilliant rendering of detail from
shadows to highlights. For general
photog raphy requiring maximum
detail with superb gradation Acutol
is unsurpassed. A liquid concentrate
for one-shot use. Dilution 1+10.
250ml
(8 ·8fl.oz) : £0-40
500ml (17 ·6fl.oz) : £0·63
1OOOml (35·2fl.oz) : £1 ·09

Extends to the limit the speed of films
ASA 400-1600 for photography
under extreme conditions. such as in
poor light or when high shutter
speeds/small apertures are needed.
It provides new opportunities for
action. stage, candid and telephotography. A liquid concentrate for once
only use. Dilution 1+7.
250ml (8·8fl.oz) : £0·49
500ml (17·6fl.oz) : £0·82
1OOOml (35·2fl.oz) : £1 ·45

For all brom ide. ch lorobrom ide and
contact papers producing an image
of outstanding sparkle and quality
with very pure whites and rich blacks.
It allows unusually wide exposure
and development latitude and the
so luti on has remarkable capacity
and wo rking life. A liquid concentrate for 1 + 9 dilution.
250ml
(8·8fl.oz) : £0·43
500m l
(17·6fl.oz) : £0·79
1OOOml (35·2 fl.o z) : £1 ·42
: £4·12
4·5 litres (1 gall)

ACUSPECIAL (FX -21) DEVELOPER

A reusable standard fine grain
developer for all films and formats
including sheet films. Packed as a
single powder for rapid mixing it is a
PO Borax formula which may be
substituted in all situations where
MO Borax formulae are currently
used. with the advantages of increased sha rpn ess and shadow
detail. The 600ml size will develop
5-6 films. The use of FX-i8 R
Regenerator greatly extends working life.
FX-18 in tins to make:
600ml
(21 fl.oz) : £0·33
2·25 litres (80fl.oz) : £0-49
4·5 litres (1 gall) : £0·79
13·5 litres (3 gall) : £1 ·65
FX-18R Regenerator. Tin to make:
4·5 litres (1 gall)
: £0·79

ACUFIX

CLEANING SOLUTION

ANTI-STATIC WETTING AGENT

ACUSTOP

Removes deposits and stains from
dishes. tanks and other darkroom
utensils. ensuring cleanliness. and
avoiding contamination of processin g baths. The working strength
solution may be re-used until its
action becomes too slow. Supplied
as a liquid concentrate for 1+5
dilution.
225ml (8fl.oz) ; £0·23

Ensu res that films dry sparkling clean
and without marks. It incorporates
an anti-static agent to inhibit collec tion of dust and dirt after processing.
Th e plastic squeeze bottl e has a drop
dispensing cap. Dilution: 1 drop per
25ml of the final rins e water.
50ml (1 ·711 oz) £0·30

A soft-working su rf ace developer
producing 'engraving-like' sharpness with fine grain. specially formulated for miniatu re films ASA 5-200
with which it gives a half stop speed
gain. The tonal compression given by
surface developers is minimised and
offset by exceptional separation of
tones on textural detail. A one-shot
highly -concentrated liquid used at a
dilution of 1+29.
55ml (2 fl.oz) : £0·33
250ml (8·8fl.oz) : £1 ·02

ACUTOL-S (FX-15) DEVELOPER
A reusable solvent fine-grain develope r producing superl ative gradatron
throughout the tonal range coupled
with improved image sha rpn ess.
Suitable for all makes and speeds of
film giving a two-third stop speed
increase. It may also be used diluted
as a one-shot compensating developer.
In two-powder form which makes
up rap idly to a clear wo rking
solution. The 600ml size will
develop up to 7 films.
In tins to make:
600ml
(21 fl.oz) £0·33
2·25 litres (80fl.oz) £0.70~
4·5 litres (1 gall)
£1 ·06

FX-18 DEVELOPER

Immediately arrests development of
films and papers preventing carryover of alkaline solutions into th e
fixer. Ensures exact control of processing and prolonged fixer life. It
contains an in ert indicator dye which
changes from yellow to purple when
the solution is exhausted. Highly
economical. Dilution 1 + 30.
55ml (2fl.oz)
: £0·23
500ml (17·6fl.oz) : £0·74!

A high-speed fixer with hardener
incorporated; designed for all
modern films and papers. It ensures
maximum clarity of film base on the
fastest films and has no adverse
effects on brilliance of print glazing.
It has remarkable resistance to
developer carry-over and a high
capacity. At the normal 1+3 dilution
the clearing time for films is 15-90
seconds nnd the fixing time for
papers. 30-60 seconds. It may be
diluted 1 + 7 when
maximum
rapidity is not required.
250ml
(8·8fl.oz) : £0·41 !
500ml
(17·611.oz) : £0·69
1OOOml (35·2fl.oz) : £1 ·25
4·5 litres (1 gall)
: £3-43

..

CHEMICALS
Paterson Photochem icals are the result of research by Geoffrey Crawley.
the leading independent authority on the processing of black-and-white
emuls ions. Each one is formulated to produce the best possible result in
its particular application and is carefully prepared to give consistent high
quality. Full instructions for use are included and development times are
given for all available makes of film.
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THERMO METERS

PHOTO FILTER SYSTEM

FUNNELS

All Pate rson Thermometers are
supplied in a plastic case fo r pro tection and storage.

A combined filter funnel and tap
water filte r which produces a ma rked
improvement in negative and print
cleanl iness and quality.
A highly efficient 20 micron stainless
stee l element fits either the funnel
or tap unit and effectively traps
minute particles of dust. dirt. undissolved chemicals. rust and lime
deposits.
The 4" funnel holds 14ozs solution
and has grooves to prevent air seals
when it is used fo r filte ring into a
bottle. A rubber tap connector is
provided fo r the water filter which
may also be coupled to the Paterson
Force Film Washer.
Price: £2·21

Made in polythene, virtually unbreakable and resistant to all photographic chemicals. The external ribs
prevent ai r seals with bottle necks
and allow rapid pouring.
3 inch £0 ·13
4 inch £0·18 !
5 inch £0·23
6!;: inch £0·31 !.

Certified Models
Individually calibrated and gua ranteed to fine limits of accuracy, these
9" Thermometers have a dual scale
marked in quarter degrees from 5686 Fahrenheit and in fifth degrees
from 10- 30 Centigrade. The ma rkings are absorbed into the glass
and are compl etely permanent.

Wide Range Models
T hese have an extended scale fo r
high temperature processing. making up solutions. or similar applications.
The 9" dual scale model is marked in
half degrees from 6-120F and 15-50
C and has permanent markings.
Mercury filled and guaranteed accurate to ±! 0 • Price: £1 ·68

Mercury type for critical and colour
The 5" Spirit model is ideal fo r
wo rk- accurate to ± 1 /5 °.
general work. It has 1 ° markings and
Price· £1 ·68
is accu rate to ± 1% of the scale.
Spirit type for no rmal wo rk- accu - Fahrenheit model scaled 60-120 °.
rate to ±! 0 •
Centigrade model scaled 15-50°.
Price either model: £0·94!
Price· £1·22

For those requiring only water filt ration. the tap filter unit is available
as a separate item. It includes the
element. spout and rubber tap connector. The permanent element is
cleaned by back-flushing.
Price: £1 ·48

MEASURING CYLINDERS
Solidly made in thick transparent
polystyrene. resistant to all photographic chemicals. The cylindrical
'laboratory' design allows wide
sepa ration of markings providing
ease and accuracy of readings.
45ml
(1 !;-fl.oz)
with 1 ml & !,oz graduations: £0·28!
150ml ( 511.oz)
with 1 Oml & !,oz graduations: £0·30
JOOml (11 fl.oz)
with 25ml & J,oz graduations: £0·34!
600ml (2211.oz)
with 25ml & J,oz graduations: £0·56
1200ml (4211.oz)
with 25ml & 1 oz graduations: £0·86
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SYSTEM 4 DEVELOPING TANKS

MU LTI -UNIT TANKS

The most advanced system of developing tanks on the market. The
Spirals. which fit all model tanks.
are adj ustable for film sizes 35mm
and 126, 127 and 120/220 and are
made from acetal res in material.
Thi s provides smooth fi lm loading
and has high heat resistance for
rapid drying . The unique light trapping permits the most rapid ever
fill ing and emptying of sol utio ns
whic h cover the film evenly from the
bottom of the Tank upwa rds. avoiding uneven
development and
streaking. A polythene seal ing ri ng
around the rim of the Tank mini mises leakage during inversion
agitation. All parts can be purchased
separately and are completely interchangeable. Solution quantities are
the same per film size in each Tank.
Each 35mm or 126 film - 290ml (10
fl. oz)
Each 127 film - 370ml (13fl. oz)
Each 120/220 film - 500ml (17·5fl.
oz)

These are sold without Spirals as
the number and type of Spirals may
vary with individual requ irements.
Multi-Unit 1
Holds up to t hree 35mm or 126 film s.
or two 127 films. or two 120/220
films.
Price: £1 ·98
Multi-Unit 2
Holds up to five 35mm or 126 films.
or fou r 127 films. or three 120/220
films.
Price: £2-47
Multi-Unit 3
Holds up to eight 35mm or 126 fi lms.
or six 127 films . or five 120/220
films.
Price: £3·1 3

SINGLE SPIRAL TAN KS
Single tanks are supplied comp lete
with a standard Sel f-loading Spira l
35mm Tank
Holds one 35mm or 126 film.
Pri ce: £2·24
Universal Tank
Holds one 35mm or 1 26 film . or one
127 film . or one 120/220 film . If a
second Spi ral is added. this Tank
will hold two 35mm or 126 fi lms.
Pri ce: £2-4 1

...

SPIRALS
Self- Load ing Spi ral
The film is sim ply pushed into the
entry po int and the two halves of the
Spira l oscillated. This action draws
the fi lm automatically into t he Sp iral.
Price: £1 ·29
Centre Load Spiral
Available for users who prefer the
centre-loading technique and is
fully interchangeable with the
standard Spi ral. It is unique in permitting full adjustment fo r different
film sizes. The film is pushed under
a spring clip on the centre core and
the Spiral is rotated drawing the film
into the grooves from the centre
outwards.
Price: £1 ·29

Single Force Film Washer
Connects any Paterson System 4
Tank to a domestic basin tap. Water
is forced under pressure into the
bottom of the Tank and circulates
upwards ensu ri ng effici ent washing.
Ca n be used with the Tank lid in
position or removed.

Price: £0-43
Dual Force Film Washer
Simila r. but with dual outlets for
simultaneous use with any two
Paterson System 4 Tanks.
Price : £0·82
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CONTACT PROOF PRINTER

FILM CLIP
A unique feature of this Clip is the
method of attachment. Two stainless stee l needle points pierce the
film and are held under 'spring'
pressu re to maintain a positive grip .
This method of gripping ensures that
the wet film cannot slip out of the
Clip and also avoids the end of the
film being buckled.
To keep the film straight a second
Clip may be attached to the lower
end. Th e special design of the Paterson Clip allows efficient draining of
surplus water from the film fo r rapid
and eve n drying.
Process ing data may be pencilled on
the side of the Clip on the matt panel
provided.
Price: £0·21 ~

FILM WIPER
Fitted with extra soft rubb er blades.
the Paterson Film Wiper removes
excess surface moisture from films
hung up to dry. The gentle 'squeegee' action of the blades ensures
most rapid drying of the film and
absence of droplet and water marks.
Price· £0·66

Contact prints a complete roll of 35mm or
120 film on a single 8" x 10" sheet of bromid e
paper. The 35mm model takes six strips of 6
exposures and the 6 x 6 model four strips of 3
exposures 2~" square.
Negatives are easily positioned in slots on the
mask and the glass pressure plate engages
automatically with a catch to hold negatives
and paper in firm contact. The ing enious mask
design allows the film edge numbers to appear
on the print and a data panel is also printed.
Proof sheets may be interleaved with corresponding negatives in the Paterson Negative
Fil e to form a visual index for instant
location of any negative. Patented.
Price: 35mm or 6 x 6 model: £3·66

\~
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NEGATIVE FILE

PRO -PROOFER & COPYBOARD

The safest and most practical way of storing
negatives. The smart ring bind er is covered in
attractive grained PVC and has a white title
panel on the spine for identifying individual
Fil es. 25 sheets are supplied with each Fil e.
Each 35mm sheet holds seven strips of six
exposu res and each 6 x 6 sheet four strips of
three exposures 2a" square.
Price (either size): £1 ·55
Extra sheets pe r packet of 25: £0·56

A larger version of the Proof Printer
having a plain glass pr.essure plate
for proofing a variety of negative
sizes. Four 4" x 5". two 5" x 7", one
8" x 10" or othe r formats may be
printed on a single sheet of paper.
The glass may be propped open by a
hinged lever for easy positioning of
negatives and paper.
The Pro-Proofer is also ideal for
holding prints. photographs and
other illustrations flat for copying
or titling. It may be used with a
vertical copying stand or hung up
by the slot in the back for photographing horizontally.
Price: £4-49

VISUAL FILING SYSTEM
For instant location of any negative. Proof
prints made with the Contact Proof Printer can
be interleaved with their corresponding negatives using Paterson Self-Adh esive Strips .
Th ese are attached to the proof prints and have
punch holes to locate in the rings of the
Negative Fil e. This system provides the
simplest and most effective method of filing.
Supplied in packets of 25 strips.
Price : £0·40
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35 ENLARGER

a

A new concept in enlarger design.
using the latest materials and techniques. It has all the essential
features for making high quality
prints plus many other advantages.
The large diamete r column is
exceptionally long and 15"x12"
pri nts can be made direct on the
base. For even bigge r enlargements
the enlarger head can easily be
swung round to project on to the
floor. The 16" x 15~" base is inj ection moulded and w ill not bend or
wa rp. It has a metal inlay with a matt
white surface for focusing and
composing the picture. Magnetic
Corners are supplied for holding the
paper to make borderless prints. or
an easel may be used in the normal
way.
A simple press button unlocks the
head for movement up and down
the column. The action is particularly free but the head locks firmly
as soon as the button is released.
T he helical sc rew focusing is very
smooth and allows magnifications
from 2 x upwards. Any 50mm lens
with a Leica thread can be used and
the Paterson 50mm f4· 5 Lens is
ideal. It has a four-element construction with click stops down to
f/16.
Two negative carriers are provided.
35mm (24 x 36) and 126. Each
ca rrie r has a recessed su rface to
avoid contact with the picture area
and guideposts hold the film in place
but still allow sideways movement
for changing frames. Red windows
project the fil m edge numbers.
The single glass condense r has a
pressure plate beneath it and this is
lowered on to the back of th e film to
hold it perfectly flat during exposure.
The pressure plate has a specia l
su rface to prevent Newton's Rings.
A sliding red filter is built into the .

head and a colour drawer above the
condenser takes standa rd 7 x 7cm
colour printing filters. A heat filter
can also be added to protect the
filte rs.
The aluminium die-cast lamphouse
accepts a standard 75 watt Edison
Screw enlarger lamp and is completely light-tight. Heat from the
lamp is rapidly dissipated by the
deeply finned exterior and even after
a long period t he enlarger head
remains extremely cool. The long

1

ma ins cable incorporates a switch

and the electrical fittings are of the
highest standard.
Prices:
35 Enla rger
£23·46
50mm f/4·5 Lens £8·51
Heat Filter
£1 ·52

1
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ENLARG ING EASEL
The unique design of the Paterson
Easel enables prints to be made with
or without borders on 1111 sizes of
paper up to 10" x 12". For bordered
prints the sliding arms are used.
These are held down magnetically
and allow rapid insertion and removal of the paper. They are selfaligning to the paper edge and
automatically produce a !;" white
border on the print. For convenience
in co mposing th e image the arms
have printed scal es marked in
inch es and mm.
For borderless prints th e special
Magnetic Corne rs are used. These
have serrated grips on the inne r
surface to hold the paper securely
by its edges and so allow the full

area to be exposed. The white metal
base is backed with polyester foam
which prevents the easel slipping
and also allows it to be used ove r
the edge of the enlarger baseboa rd without tilting.
Price· £4·92 Patented.
The Magnetic Corners are available
sepa rately and may be used for
holding paper down on any ferrous
metal su rface. They are also ideal for
copying or titling as they can be
used to hold photographs. postcards
or other illustrations. allowing the
full area to be photog raphed.
Price: £1·35

MICRO FOCUS FINOER
The Micro Focus Finder is an in valuable aid to obtaining pin -sha rp
enla rgements. allowing you to focus
on an aerial image of the actual
negative gra in with extreme accuracy. The highly magnified image
snaps into sharp focus at the critical
point and is bright enough to allow
focusing at big magnifications with
the lens at its wo rking apertu re to
avoid focus shift when stopp ing
down. A clear cross -wi re provides a
reference point for the eye wh en
focusing.
The lens is adjustable for individua l
eyesight and has a locking screw to
retain the setting. A sli ding shutter
protects the mi rror when not in use
and a protective lens cap is supplied.
Price: £2 ·34

LARGE SCREEN FOCUS FINDER

MAJOR FOCUS FINDER
This mod el uses the same principle
of grain focusing but is a much taller
version . The eyepiece sta nds 14"
above the base enabling the enlarger
controls to be reached more comfortably at high magnifications.
Although primarily des igned for
focus ing big enla rgements it can
also be used fo r smaller prints down
to 3t" x 4t".
Price: £4·09

Placed on the baseboa rd of any
vertical enla rge r this Focus Finder
makes focusing of negatives for
enlargement easy and certain.
The la rge 21" square fine ground
glass screen displays the image with
great brilliance and cla rity and allows
focusing to be carried out at a comfo rtable viewi ng angle.
Price: £1 ·12

MAGNIFIER
A high quality magnifier for general
use which can also be clipped on the
front of the Enla rging Focus Finde r.
The large diameter optically wo rked
lens enables the magni fi ed image to
be viewed in comfort with both eyes.
The lens frame is hinged to allow it
·to swing up fo r preliminary viewi ng.
and down for fina l critical foc using.
Price: £1 ·23 ~
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CdS ENLARGING METER
This electronic instrument accurately
assesses exposure times for enlarging black-and-white negatives
on all makes or grades of paper. It
can be used with any tungsten
enlarger enabling prints of consistent quality to be produced
rapidly.
It is simple to use and its cos.I is
quickly recovered from the saving
of paper normally used on test
strips.
By integrating all the density values
in the negative the Meter calculates
the correct exposure time thus
avoiding any difficulties in selecting
a specific small area from wh ich to
take a reading.
In use the Meter is placed on the
enlarger baseboard with the diffusing
screen held under the lens. The dial
is rotated until the neon indicator
lights up and the correct exposure
time is then simply read off directly
from the dial.
A lthough primarily designed as an
integrating meter the small diameter
of the CdS cell (12mm) also permits
th e Meter to be us ed for direct spot
readings if desired.
The diffuser is mounted in a holder
which can be attached to the swing
filter arm of many enlargers. or held
in the hand during the exposure
reading.
The Meter operates on 210-250
volts A.C. supply and is provided
with a 9 ft lead.
Price: £7·00

DARKROOM LAMP

PRO-FORCEPS

Made to stand on the bench or hang
from the wall or ceiling and is complete with lampholder. flex and
coloured screw-on safelight cover.
The light trapped base allows air
to circulate round the bulb. The
Lamp uses a standard 15 watt pigmy
bulb obtainable from any electrical
dealer.
Supplied with orange or red cover.
The orange cover is suitable for all
printing and enlarging papers. The
red cover is for use with orthochromatic films and may also be
used with papers although it is not
as bright.

A larger pair of forceps for easier and
safe handling of the bigger print
sizes. Smooth tips avoid any danger
of damage to the prints. The deeply
ridged handle provides a comfortable grip and allows the forceps to
be retained firmly on the side of the
dish when not in use. Pack of 2
pai rs-one grey. one green.
Price: £0-41 ii:

Darkroom Lamp
complete with red or orange cover
Price: £1-45
Cover only (either colour)
Price: £0· 74!,:
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CONTACT PRINTER
Fo r making co ntact prints at home
without the need for a darkroom.
The body of the Printer emits a
yellow light w hich is 'safe' fo r
pri nti ng with co nta ct paper. Three
masks are supplied to fo rm neat
white bord ers on popula r print sizes
and other masks are ava ilable.
The Printer is supplied with lampholder and flex and takes a standa rd
15 watt pigmy bulb .
The hinged li d has a soft sponge pad
to hold the negative and paper in
alignment and t he expos ure sh utter
is controlled by th e conveniently
placed push-ba r.
A clear and comprehensive instruction manual is suppl ied enabling the
beginn er to make successful prints
right away.
Price: £3·07

DEVELOPING DISHES

PRINT FORCEPS

A range of top quality Dishes
moulded in extra thick polystyrene
fo r maximum strength and rigidity
with extern al ribbi ng in the base for
sol ut ion eco nomy. A unique patented device holds any thermometer
firml y to one side of the dish for
in stant temperature check. Individual dishes are ava il ab le in wh ite
and in addition all sizes from 3}." x
41/' to 1O" x 12 " are ava il able in sets
of three colou rs (red. w hite and
buff).
Patented.

These 5!" long Forceps are mo ul ded
in polystyrene and have rounded
tips to provide a firm grip of t he print
w ithout fea r of damage. The nonslip fin ger gri ps are easy to hold even
with wet hands and the sho ulders
prevent the Forceps from slipping
into the dish. Box of 2 Forceps.
Price: £0·30

Sizes and Prices:
3}." x 4! " (!;:-pl)
4r x 6! " <~-pl)
6! " x B!" (1 /1-pl)
B" x 10"
lO" x 12"
12" x 15"
16"x20"
20"x 24"

DISHWARMER
:£0·21 !
: £0·26
: £0-43
: £0·53
: £0·83
: £1·23!
·: £1·9 1
: £4·59

A top quality dishwarmer manufactured with special care for electri cal
safety. The warm in g plate measu res
15!;:" x 10!" and wil l maintain temperature in any dish up to 16" x 20".
The high quality thermostat is un usua lly sensitive to ensure that
solutio n temperatures are kept
consta nt. The temperature co ntro l

knob is co nveniently situated on the
front pane l tog ether w ith the red
neon light which indi cates when the
heating element is operating .
Price: £12-47
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AUTO PRINT WASHERS
Paterson Print Washers provide the
most rapid and efficient method of
washing prints in the minimum
space.
Each print is held separately in a
cradle allowing the water to
thoroughly wash both sides eliminating any danger of clumping together as with conventional methods
of washing. In addition the cradle is
continuously rocked from side to
side by a thrust mechanism which is
driven by the water inlet so that
prints are kept continuously agitated
in constantly changing water. The
rocking action can be stopped for
insertion and removal of prints without turning off the water supply and
the cradle has handles which allow
it to be lifted and prints removed
without wetting the hands.
The Washers are very compact and
will stand on a draining board or in

the sink itself. Inlet hoses are
supplied complete with an adaptor
to fit most domestic taps. Outlet
hoses of adequate length are provided for draining.

The Standard Model holds up to
twelve 10" x 12". 8" x 1O" or whole
plate prints or 24 half plate or smaller
prints.
Price: £9·73
The Major Model holds twelve
12"x15". 10" x 12" or 8"x10"
prints. or 24 whole plate or half plate
prints . A special feature of this model
is the built-in syphon which automatically empties the water after use.
The syphon action is started by
inserting the small plug provided
into the opening in the drain channel
and the tank empties rapidly.
Price: £18·31

THERMAL PRINT MOUNTANT
Gives all the advantages of dry
mounting without the need for
expensive equipment or precise
temperature control. It is suitable for
mounting black-and-white or colour
prints on card mounts or any smooth
surface and does not affect print
permanence. All you need is the
Mountant, a brush and an ordinary
electric iron. The simple procedure
ensures first class results even

ROLLER SQUEEGEE

in

The unique design of is Print Roll er
provides a really comfortable and
rigid grip directly o·ver the centre of
the roll er. This enables controlled
pressure to be applied exactly where
'. •
it is required.
The roller housing. wbich also forms
the grip is moulded' in extremely
tough ABS plastic material. Th e
ro ller itself runs smoothly in nylon
bearings and the ru.bber covering
enables firm pressur& to be applied
without fear of damage to the print.
Price: £1·72

without previous experience. Economical in use. the small size jar con -

tains sufficient for 50-60 8"x 10"
prints.

•i!l•a

175ml (6·1 fl oz)
1 -

·

jar : £0·67 !,

500ml (17·611.oz) jar · £1 ·5 5
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BATTERY VIEWERS

126 VIEWER

A comprehensive range of high quality slide
viewers. each one offering top value in its
price range.
.
.
All models use four batteri es for brightest illumination givin g your slides that extra brilliance
and sparkle. Even in daylight the pictu re is
bright and clear. Slides are dropped into the
slot on top of the Viewer and pushed down to
switch on the illumination. A simple locking
action retains the slides in the viewing position
if required. Easy battery change is a feature of
all Paterson Viewers and all internal parts are
access ible for cleaning.
With the exception of the 126. all battery
Viewers can also be run from the Mains
Attachment described below.

An in expensive compact hand viewer special ly
designed for the 126 slide user but suitable for
viewing 35mm slides as well.
It has an optically moulded acrylic lens which
gives an exceptionally cris p picture. Power
is supplied by fou r pen- type batteries.
Attra ctively designed and availab le in a cho ice
of three bright colours the 126 represents
excellent value for money.
Price: £H 5

MAINS TRANSFORMER ATTACHMENT
This a,ttachme nt enables all viewe rs. except
the 126. to run from household AC mains.
Simply plug into tl\e mains socket; the 9ft.
extens ion lead plufis Into the viewer. automatically disconnecting the batteries. The
low voltage extens ion is entirely safe fo r
handling in use.
Price: £2·84

TRIDENT VIEWER

VISCOUNT VIEWER

DESIGN 101

DESIGN 66

This viewer has two large lenses and incorporates a zoom magnification system for
maximum picture size from Half-frame. 35mm.
126 or 4 x 4 slides. The magnification can be
changed instantly ry sliding the click-stop
control on the Viewer base.
Uses four SP11 batteri es and has fold-away
stand fo r table viewing.
Price: £3·73

A single lens viewer for al l 2" x 2" slides. It
gives clear and crisp pictures without disto rtion or cut-off. Uses fou r SP11 batte ri es and
has a hinged stand.
Price: £2 ·38

An attractive viewer with crisp mod ern styling
at a moderate price. Its single.lens gives a bright
and clear pictu re w ith all 2" x 2" slides.
Uses four SP11 batteries.
Price: £1 ·78

For 2a" squa re (6 x 6cm) sl id es. Th e large
lens and bright il lum ination provide a brilliant
picture w ith out cut-off at the picture edges .
Sma rt modern design and high quality finish
make this a most attractive viewe r for the
larger format sl ides. Uses four SP11 batteries
and has a hinged stand for table viewing.
Price; £3·73
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TRANSPARENCY FRAMES

SLIDE BOXES

BLOCKFILE

The uniqu e interl eaved design
enab les a large number of slides to
be stored in a compact space yet
w ith extra wide spacing for easy
in serti on and removal. Half the slides
are stored in eac h side of t he Box.
accessib le by opening either of the
two li ds.
Immediately behind each slide is a
slopi ng panel on which the title can
be w ritten in pencil allowing instant
location of any slide.
These Boxes provide safe and co nven ient slide storage and th e
chrome-plated handles make them
id ea l for carryin g to lectures or for
giving slide shows.

Provides all th e co nven ience of a
filing cabinet for the storage of a
large number of transparencies. either
in card or glass mou nts. in the minimum space. The 4 drawers w ill
accommodate 400 ca rd mounts or
up to 200 glass-mounted slides .
Eac h drawer has slots in the front
for an index card and the inside of
each drawer is divided wi th three
adjustable index spacers on which
group titles can be w ritten. Extra
spacers are available. Each Blockfile
has stacking ribs to allow extra units
to be added as you r slide co llectio n
grows.

'100' Slide Box
Holds 100 2" x 2" (5 x 5cm) slides
Price: £1 ·68
'200' Slide Box
Holds 200 2" x 2" (5 x5cm) slides
Price: £3-40

Price: £2·41
Extra index spacers per packet of 8.
Price: £0·21 !

Design ed for the greatest protection
of transparencies and for speed and
ease of mounting. Moulded-in
sprin gs hold the glasses and transparency flat and recessed dots are
provided for correct spotting wi th a
pencil. Available wi th plain or AntiNewton Ring glass.

SILICONE POLISHING CLOTH
A larg e 11 • square cloth of soft
materia l impregnated with a si li cone
polishin g medium. It is idea l for
cleaning and polishing transparency
fram es. cover glasses. camera parts
and accessories. A protective film of
silicone is formed. leavin g th e parts
not on ly clean and polished but
resistant to damp and deterioration.
Price: £0·34}:

Frames with Plain Glass
35mm, per box of 20 : £1 ·12
Spare glasses (20)
: £0·26
6 x 6, per box of 1 2
: £1 ·52
Spare glasses (12)
: £0-40
Frames with Anti-Ring Glasses
35mm. per box of 20 : £1 ·35
Spare glasses (20)
: £0·33
: £1 ·65
6 x 6 , per box of 1 2
: £0·46
Spare glasses (12)
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OPTICAL TEST TARGET
A new version of the Optical Test
Target which has been re-designed
by Geoffrey Crawley, inventor of
Paterson photo-chemicals. to improve its technical performance in
the comparative assessment of
lenses. films and developers.
It consists of a series of 63 test
patterns printed on heavy quality
semi-matt paper 38'x 26". Th e
target is photographed from a
distance of 27 x lens foca l length
and provides resolution figures up
to 48 li ne pairs per mm (96 lines per
mm). Each pattern includes the
Standard International typographical

legibility cha racter and a step wedge
is now provided outside the area of
the target to assist in matching the
contrast of negatives in comparative
testing. The different background
colours test performance at high and
low contrast, the quality criteri on
for modern lenses and materials.
They also allow lens colou r balance
and colour film rendering to be
judged.
The instruction man ual supplied
gives comprehensive details of
setting up the target and aligning
the camera. It explains the evaluation
of results. for simple checks as well
as more advanced technical use.
Price: £2·18

PISTOL GRIP

TEXTURE SCREENS

Provid es a really comfortable 'anatomical' hold for still and cine
cameras and is absolutely rigid eve n
when used with a heavy camera.
The uniqu e head may be adjusted
for tilt to either side allowi ng th e
camera to be held with the wrist at
t he most natural and comfortable
angle .
The trigger operates smoothly
through a 12' cab le release. A large
knurled screw allows easy attachment to the camera bush and a
rubber pad on t he platform gives a
firm grip on the camera baseplate.
The braided w rist strap may be
removed if not requ ired.
Price: £2-47

Enhances the impa ct and interes t of
a picture by combining it with a
texture effect. The Screen is a
specially prepared negat ive of a
texture and is placed in the en larg er
negative carrier with the subject
negative to produce an attractive
combination. Sin ce both negatives
are enla rg ed together. t he textu re
effect is always in co rrect pro portion
to the subject. The variety o f patterns
available can be suited to a wide
range of subjects.
Th e Texture Screens are made in
35mm and 6 x 6cm sizes. Two sets
are available. each comprising 4
different patterns.
Set 1
Set 2
Old M aster
Tapestry
Reticulated Grain
Dot Screen
Tweed
Drawn Cotton
Rough Lin en
Gravel
Price: 35mm or 6 x 6cm per Set £1 ·48

CINE REELS AND
BOOKFORM CONTAINERS
Reels are available in Standard 8 or
Super 8 sizes and for 200ft and
400ft films. Suitable fo r all manual
or automatic projectors. they are
scaled in feet and metres with
separate scales for striped film.
Bookform conta in ers have the
appearance of handsomely bound
books and w ill enhance any bookshelf. They are the perfect way to
store yo ur cine reels and are also
id eal for storing 5" or 7" tape spools.
Superbly finished to high standards
with gold splines and a white title
panel on the back.
Prices: Standard or Super 8
200ft Ree l
£0·33
400ft Ree l
£0·43
200ft Bookfo rm Container £0·47~
400ft Bookform Co ntainer £0·59
200ft Reel and Bookform £0·76
400ft Ree l and Bookform £0·99
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PHOTO LAB ENLARGING OUTFIT

PHOTO LAB DEVELOPING OUTFIT

PHOTO LAB PRINTING OUTFIT

This outfit includes all the equipment you need in the darkroom
for making prints with your enlarger. It contains:
Enlarging Easel Orange Safelight and Bulb
3 s· x 1O" Developing Dishes 2 Print Forceps
Spirit Thermom eter 300ml Measure
Micro Focus Find er Instruction Manual
The items are housed in a 'fitted' expanded polystyrene pack
w hich provides permanent storage and protection.
The 16-page il lustrated manual gives clear instructions and
advice from first setting up a darkroom to the production
of th e finished print so that even the complete beginner wi ll
find no difficulty in making satisfactory enla rgem ents. It has
sections on glazing, mounting and retouching and includes
many tips to assist the more experienced worker as well as
the beginner.
This Outfit is the idea l introduction to the fun of en largin g.
or a usefu l comprehensive set of equipment for the more
advanced worker.
Price: £12·64

An idea l introducti on to the fun of home processing. Everything is includ ed for developing black-and-white film sizes
35mm and 126. 127 and 120/220. Th e outfit is housed in
a 'fitted' polystyrene pack for permanent storage and
contains:
Universal Developing Tank 300m l Measure
Spirit Thermometer Film Wiper
Force Fi lm Washer 175ml bottle Acutol Developer
2&0ml bottle Acufix Fixer
Clear illustrated instructions are incl uded. making it
suitable for even the complete beginner.
Price: £5·91

An ideal introduction to the fun of contact printing. This outfit
contains everything for making contact prints from negatives
of any size up to 2a" x 3a" and is housed in a polystyrene
'fitted' pack for protection and permanent storage. It contains:
Contact Printer 300ml Measure
2 Print Forceps 3 Dishes
250ml bottle Acuprint Developer 25bml bottle Acufix Fixer
1 5 watt Pig my Lamp Packet Contact Paper (2!" x 3?,:")
Clear illustrated instructions are included enabling eve n the
complete beginner to obtain successful results.
Price: £6-63

